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Overview of the global
infrastructure industry
The global financial crisis has been a trigger for institutional investors to expand their allocation to real
assets, including infrastructure. The current low interest rate environment fosters further investments in
real assets as investors are looking for income-producing and yielding products.
Since 2010, global infrastructure fundraising has been increasing at a 16% compound annual
growth rate (vs. 11% for real estate)1. This growing interest in infrastructure led to a significant amount of
dry powder, estimated to USD 160 billion1 at November 2017. This context generates some concerns for
investors, especially around the increased competition for brownfield projects and therefore, the induced
higher value of the deals and lower yields.

Upcoming foreseen global development plans

Asia
"One belt, one road": This
Chinese project of connectivity
and cooperation that will affect
68 countries, will change the
landscape of many countries in
Asia, but also in Europe and Africa.

USA

European Union

President Donald Trump has
a USD 1 trillion infrastructure
plan to relaunch investments and
boost economic growth.

The European Commission has
launched a multi-billion euro
plan – a.k.a. the Juncker Plan -to
mobilise investments and help
smart businesses and startups
access finance.

The industry gains momentum
Over 60%1 of institutional investors in infrastructure are still below their target allocation,
and more than 95%1 of them intend to maintain or increase their allocation over the long term.
The largest worldwide investors, such as sovereign wealth funds and pension funds, are strongly focussing
on infrastructure assets, which will pave the way for the whole investment community to further consider
this asset class for their portfolio allocation.

Infrastructure investments are gaining momentum in Luxembourg and asset managers should make
the most of them. They have to consider innovative and flexible products, address the concerns of
investors around dry powder, valuation, returns and lack of benchmarking, further develop
Public Private Partnership (PPP) arrangements to fill in the gap between investors’ appetite for
brownfield and structural needs in greenfield.

Infrastructure debt funds meet both the financing needs of projects and the expectations of investors,

especially those with equity/debt ratios requirements.

Finally, asset managers should choose the location for their investment funds and platforms carefully.
Luxembourg is one of the best places in the world for this, as the country can accommodate various types of
structure and their subsequent needs.
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Setting the right structure in
the right location
When you set up an investment structure,
you’re looking for a location that:
• is investor well-known and friendly,
• has aligned its national regulations to
international ones, ensuring a wide compliance
for your funds and investment platforms,
• allows your structure to be tax efficient, while
respecting international standards,
• makes the setup cost effective, without
compromising on quality,
• allows you to develop and optimise your fund
raising and distribution strategy in Europe, and
worldwide,
• gives you flexibility to evolve with investment
trends.

Why Luxembourg?
• 2nd European financial centre, 1st in the Eurozone,
• 1st European centre for cross-border distribution of
funds,
• Political stability and triple A rating country,
• On-shore jurisdiction,
• Access to the EU fund passport for registered
Alternative Investment Fund Managers,
• Strong know-how in alternative funds and investment
platforms, especially for international infrastructure,
real estate and private equity funds,
• Implementation of latest international tax
recommendations (e.g. transfer pricing, BEPS, etc.)
• Government and financial regulator pro-active in the
development of investment solutions and products,
• Multi-lingual workforce,
• Full range of service providers specialised in the
infrastructure industry.

Luxembourg fact sheet
• Of the 40 largest asset managers in infrastructure, two-thirds of them already have operations in
Luxembourg
• Since 2015, Luxmbourg is the first European jurisdiction for infrastructure fund raising, and second to
the US worldwide2
• The largest ever Luxembourg-domiciled fund has been closed in January 2017, with EUR 4 bn
commitment, attracting investors from all over the world and with a global investment strategy.
• Several large institutional investors, including sovereign wealth funds, set their investment platform
in Luxembourg for their real asset strategies.
• The European Investment Bank, one of the world largest investors in infrastructure, is headquartered
in Luxembourg.
Latest market trends
• Major infrastructure asset managers are now launching Luxembourg SCSp (see p 13) instead of limited
partnerships in the UK and off-shore locations.
• Following the Brexit announcement and its likely consequences on the EU fund passport regime, asset
managers are considering Luxembourg as the best option to set their operations for long-term business.
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Setting the right structure in
the right location
How it works in practice
To comply with the latest regulatory and tax requirements, as well as to optimise the business operations,
asset managers usually centralise their activities (i.e. the asset management company, the investment fund
and the investment platform) in a single jurisdiction.
With its strong expertise in infrastructure, its highly developed and regulated financial centre, investment
vehicles tailored to the needs of the industry and investors, and its proven efficient investment platforms,
Luxembourg is a location of choice for asset managers willing to have their activities in one place.
In addition, institutional investors are more likely to invest in well-known regulated or semi-regulated
vehicles, especially with registered Alternative Investment Fund Managers, lightening their due diligence
procedures.
We see this trend in Luxembourg, where more and more major asset managers are setting and reinforcing
their operations.
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Snapshot of an infrastructure investment fund

Investors (worldwide)

Lux fund

Lux/Local Feeder
AIFM
Lux/Local (EU)

Lux investment
platform

Lux/non - EU investment
platform

Non EU SPVs
Lux/EU SPVs
Co-investors

Co-investors

EU projects

contractual relationship
between the AIFM and local
entities

Non EU projects
Additional structures in case of investments outside
the EU
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How we can help you
We stand by you at every step of the journey

Alternative Investment
Fund Manager

Set up of the fund

Set up of the investment
platform

1

2

3

• Set up of AIFM strategy and
target operating model
• Draft of AIFM license
application, including strategy
extensions
• Design and documentation of
key AIFM processes (portfolio
and risk management, valuation
and outsourcing controlling)
• AIFM health check
• Ongoing AIFM risk management,
valuation, compliance and
internal audit support
• Preparation and filing of AIFM
reporting
• Funds' distribution (EU fund
passport)
• Remuneration policy
optimisation

• Identification of the most
appropriate investment vehicle
for regulatory and tax purposes
• Fund structuring, incorporation,
legal documentation (including
assistance in preparing LPA and
PPM) and filing
• Fund expenses set up and tax
optimisation (management
and incentive fees and carried
interest)
• Fundraising, distribution
strategy and marketing
documents
• Market research
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• Incorporation, company
secretarial and registration with
administrations
• Advice for legal and tax
structuring for equity & debt
financing, repatriation scheme
• Tax structuring according to the
targeted investments (corporate
income tax, withholding tax,
VAT) and avoidance of cash trap

Acquisitions

On-going operations

Disposals and wind up

4
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• Access to our Transaction
Services global network (Capital
Project & Infrastructure) for deal
origination and benchmarking
• Financial and tax due diligence
• Review of target’s valuation
• Tax re-structuring of the target
to fit with the investment
platform strategy

• Accounting and administration:
bookkeeping, preparation of
financial statements, filing,
investor reporting, etc.
• Audit and assurance
• Valuation of investments, debts
and financial instruments
• Sustainability and ESG
solutions
• Digital transformation
• Tax compliance: corporate
income tax, VAT, BEPS, transfer
pricing
• Regulatory compliance for
fund’s passporting and global
tax compliance
• Risk management

• Transaction Services global
network for disposals
• Vendor due diligence
• Repatriation and final
distribution
• Liquidation

Building the bridge
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Why work with us?
• Our Infrastructure Team has over 100 experts: auditors, accountants and tax advisors, of which 15 are
partners and directors. They are all working together to serve all types of infrastructure groups and
investors in Luxembourg and worldwide.
• We provide services to:
-- all of the five largest infrastructure funds in Luxembourg
-- 75% of top 50 infrastructure asset managers with operations in Luxembourg4
-- 7 of the top 10 infrastructure global asset managers4
-- the European Investment Bank as strategic advisor.

Contacts

4

Julien Ghata

Amaury Evrard

Partner
+352 49 48 48 2217
julien.ghata@lu.pwc.com

Partner
+352 49 48 48 2106
amaury.evrard@lu.pwc.com

Pierre Mallet

Vincent Lebrun

Partner
+352 49 48 48 2617
pierre.mallet@lu.pwc.com

Partner
+352 49 48 48 3193
vincent.lebrun@lu.pwc.com

Source: PwC Luxembourg analysis
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The ten most frequently asked
questions
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Luxembourg
1. How do we choose the best location for a fund and investment platform?
Amongst many factors to consider,
the main drivers are geographic
accessibility, political and economic
stability, regulatory and tax
efficiency, no foreign exchange
control, professional infrastructure
and favourable business culture and
environment. A risk free business
environment with an excellent
reputation is a must.
Countries where governments abruptly
change their political orientation
in terms of ideology or doctrine are
politically unstable. This means that
business incentives, corporate and
tax laws could also change drastically,
and that economic stability cannot
be guaranteed. On the contrary, the
political regime in Luxembourg
is among the most stable in
Europe. The Grand Duchy is one
of the founding countries of the European Union and upholds a very strong reputation. It has an extremely stable
government, the lowest sovereign debt in Europe and is one of the very few EU member states still having a triple A
rating.

2. How do we know if we can easily do business in a Luxembourg?
Business culture, skilled and multilingual workforce and an experienced professional infrastructure are critical.
This will translate in professional organisations and associations for funds, financial institutions, investors and advisers
who know what you are going through and share their experience on the market.
Easy access to government officials is essential if you want to design an efficient investment structure.
Financial professional services are highly developed in Luxembourg. Most of all global players in legal, tax, accounting,
fund administration and domiciliation services already have a strong presence locally and are ready to support your
business developments with a state-of-the-art quality of services. This is why Luxembourg provides foreign asset
managers with excellent opportunities.
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Investment fund
3. Are the Luxembourg investment vehicles adapted to the infrastructure
industry?
For many years, Luxembourg has been a privileged jurisdiction by the asset managers for the domiciliation of retail funds, but also
alternative funds, including infrastructure, real estate and private equity funds. Luxembourg became a centre of excellence for
real assets investment vehicles, and the country is now the first domiciliation country in Europe for pan-European or global
real assets funds.
The Luxembourg legislator has an ongoing willingness to provide with innovative legal structures to
address the changing needs of asset managers and investors, and to comply with the latest regulatory
and tax requirements. Two of the latest law improvements became popular amongst real assets
vehicles:
•

The SCSp (“Société en Commandite Spéciale”), which is the equivalent of the limited
partnership as known in the Anglo-Saxon countries, has been introduced in 2013 in
Luxembourg. Since then, the number of SCSp increases on a regular basis and more than
1,800 partnerships have been registered as of September 2017. The SCSp is now an established
investment vehicle, well-known by global institutional investors, and several real assets and
private equity managers are giving favour to SCSp to the expense of LPs in the UK, Channel
Islands or other offshore locations.

•

In 2016, another key milestone has been completed with the launch of the RAIF (“Reserved
Alternative Investment Fund”), dedicated to institutional, professional and well-informed
investors, and fully AIFMD (“Alternative Investment Fund Manager Directive”) compliant. RAIF
can have various legal forms (corporate or contractual), without limitation as regards to eligible
assets or investment policies, with the possibility to set up an umbrella structure with multiple
compartments and share/unit classes as well as in terms of flexible subscription, redemption and
distribution features. RAIF are normally subject to a 0.01% subscription tax on the NAV of the
fund, and are not subject to any other Luxembourg taxes. In addition, RAIF are not required to
obtain clearance from the CSSF (“Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier”, Luxembourg
financial supervisory body) before launch, and do not fall under the direct supervision of the CSSF.

4. What are the benefits of setting an AIF (“Alternative Investment Fund”) in
Luxembourg?
Following the enforcement in the EU of the AIFMD, the number of European AIF continuously increases. AIF can be registered in
any of the EU member states and can be distributed across EU countries, thanks to the European passport, without the burden of
the private placement regime in each and every country of distribution. AIF registered in Luxembourg benefit from the country’s
longstanding expertise in distribution of funds in Europe and around the globe, through the experience gained over years
with UCITS funds. The Luxembourg services providers are highly knowledgeable in this area and can easily offer tailored support
services, from the assistance in light registration requirements and the follow up of the legal and tax filing in each country where
the fund is distributed, to the production of marketing documents, etc.
Obviously, compliance with AIFMD has a cost and its requirements in terms of risk management and legal obligations could be
seen as a hurdle for asset managers. However, the uncertainty about the future of the private placement regime in Europe - or the
prohibition of such regime in some countries (e.g. France) – and the recognition of AIFMD-compliant branded products by the
institutional investors may worth the investment.
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5. How can we ensure that global institutional investors can directly invest in
a Luxembourg fund?
Each institutional investor has its own wishes in terms of investment fund structure, in order to fit its own local tax and
legal requirements. There is no “one size fits all” investment vehicle that would satisfy all investors. Institutional
investors would have different considerations depending whether they are a public or private pension fund, an insurance
company investing for its own needs or on behalf of its clients, a sovereign wealth fund, etc.
However, it is possible to set master / feeder structures in Luxembourg in order to specifically address investors’ needs.
In the past, non-European investors tended to invest in offshore LP feeders, which then invested in Luxembourg funds.
With the changes in laws and tax rules across the globe, European and non-European investors are increasingly
investing directly in Luxembourg vehicles. As an example, the latest infrastructure mega-fund launched in 2017 in
Luxembourg raised capital from European pension funds, Asian insurance companies, Australian superannuation schemes
and US pension plans.

Investment platform
6. Which tax aspects should we consider for our investment platform?
Taxation for investment platform is important at all levels of the investment chain:
i.

At the level of projects and their flows of payments to the investment platform.
Local tax treatments at project level can only be optimised locally, for example through debt push down and
appropriate cost allocation or through specific local tax incentive regimes. The reduction of withholding tax on
payments to the investment platform is very important to make sure investors are not suffering more tax costs than if
they had invested directly. This is achieved through European directives and double tax treaties.

ii. At the level of the investment platform itself
Generally, your investment platform should either be tax exempt (in case of regulated structures) or incur only
minimal taxes. The taxable basis of an investment platform is typically designed to cover running costs only. Setting
the right investment platform will also allow you to efficiently enter into co-investments for large deals.
iii. For the repatriation of proceeds to the fund and its investors
Your holding location should allow you to extract proceeds from your investments with a great flexibility and without
running into withholding taxes at every step of the repatriation process. Unlike other European locations, Luxembourg
provides investors with a wide spectrum of financial instruments and domestic exemptions to repatriate proceeds
to investors with no additional withholding taxes. For instance, following the company law’s amendment in 2016,
tracking shares for corporate entities became fully authorised in Luxembourg, improving the repatriation process to the
fund and ultimately to its investors.

No other European territory has such a widespread spectrum of financial instruments available for the repatriation
of profits to investors as Luxembourg.
Types of income:

Types of investors:

recurring vs at exit
taxable vs non-taxable
equity vs debt

regulated vs non-regulated
taxable vs non taxable
treaty protected vs non treaty
equity preference vs debt preference

Depending on the type of income and the type of investor, different repatriation instruments are available in practice.
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7. Is a Luxembourg investment platform suitable for investment in nonEuropean projects?
The Luxembourg investment platform is one of the most efficient and proven structures for investment in European
projects. However, large infrastructure funds often have global investment policies. As a consequence, the set-up of the
investment platform is critical for projects which are located all over the world. Solutions for investment platform for nonEuropean projects do exist and have to be tailored on a case-by-case basis.

Organisational matters
8. How easy can we create or liquidate our structure?
Designing and setting the whole desirable structure, i.e. investment fund, feeder, investment platform, financing structure
and the legal and tax documentation, is the initial investment and is the most time consuming phase. You also have
to anticipate in your timeline the approval of the CSSF for a regulated fund. Once it is done, it is a matter of days to
incorporate a new company in Luxembourg.
In your business, you have to be able to quickly set investment holdings to close deals and transactions, with the
appropriate financing structure. The professionals working in the finance industry in Luxembourg, from the legal and tax
advisers, notaries, accounting and domiciliation firms, are experienced in responding in a timely manner to their clients.
Once you decide to dispose of certain assets you need to be able to repatriate the proceeds to the investors. The most
common pitfalls are referred to as “cash traps”. A poorly designed structure could block repatriation proceeds for several
reasons:
•

The legal or contractual form is inappropriate

•

The contamination of unyielding assets has not been taken into account

•

The local legislation doesn’t allow for easy repatriation of profits in the course of a liquidation

The Luxembourg legislation allows for preliminary liquidation dividend payment, which means that a liquidation
process doesn’t have to be completed to repatriate proceeds to an investor. And, unlike many other jurisdictions,
liquidation proceeds are not subject to withholding or exit taxes. This allows an easy, quick and complete repatriation
of proceeds to investors.

Building the bridge
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9. What are the benefits of setting all our operations in Luxembourg?
Setting all operations, i.e. investment fund, feeder, investment platform and management company, in Luxembourg would
have several benefits:
•

Substance in Luxembourg: in order to secure an efficient tax structure for the investment chain and to comply with
international tax rules, such as BEPS and transfer pricing, local substance of operations, appropriate governance and
commercial purpose are key features. Those requirements can be more easily met when, at least, the investment fund
and the investment platforms are located in the same jurisdiction.

•

Economy of scale: it will be easier to reduce the operating costs of the structure when negotiating with external
service providers for wider operations.

•

Efficiency of operations: having all operations centralised ensures a better integrity of accounting and tax data.
It does also streamline the communication, monitoring and reporting channels, and tailored solutions are easier to
implement all along the investment chain.

10. What kind of costs should we expect?
Realistic budgeting avoids unpleasant surprises that decrease the return on your investments. Therefore, you should
contemplate at least the following categories of costs:

Registration
duties

Advisory
costs

2
1

Setup of the
legal structure

Compliance
costs

4

3

Costs of
authorisations
and approvals (in
case of regulated
structures)

Travel
costs

6
5

Bookkeeping
costs

Other running
costs

8

7

Employee
costs

10

9

Audit
costs

Based on our surveys, Luxembourg is perceived by our clients as a very good compromise between high quality and cost. In
other words: value for money.
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Multilingual

On-shore reputation
N°1 Fund location in Europe
Skilled workforce

Multicultural society
Europe's financial services centre

100% OECD compliant

Direct access to government officials

Founding member of the EU

In the heart of Europe

Luxembourg

Lowest VAT rate In Europe

Virtually crime-free

Europe's best professional infrastructure

AAA rating
Open dialogue with tax authorities

No foreign exchange control

Access to all European tax directives

Political stability

No. 2 fund platform in the world (after the US)

1st private banking sector in the Euro area

Infrastructure industry expertise
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Notes
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PwC Luxembourg (www.pwc.lu) is the largest professional services firm in Luxembourg with 2,850 people employed from 77 different countries. PwC Luxembourg provides
audit, tax and advisory services including management consulting, transaction, financing and regulatory advice. The firm provides advice to a wide variety of clients from
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are looking for by contributing to the smooth operation of the capital markets and providing advice through an industry-focused approach.
At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. We’re a network of firms in 158 countries with more than 236,000 people who are committed
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